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ABSTRACT 

 
It seems that one of the reasons for failure of the TV commercials Iran Khodro and Saipa Companies (as 
the largest Iranian automakers) is application of supervising (experts) groups’ ability to produce the TV 
commercials and there is distinct difference between their comments and common methodological 
principles in production of such advertising. Semiotics has specified and defined framework as one of the 
proved methods for analysis of the texts. Using such method for analysis of TV commercials, we can 
compare the obtained specifications with specifications which have been obtained through the experts’ 
analysis of these TV commercials and study ability of these two methods of analysis.   
Comparison of semiotic analysis (as a methodical analysis) and expertise analysis (as an aptitude analysis) 
shows that the experts have found fewer specifications of the studied text than semiotic analysis findings. 
Results indicate that the experts’ views are based on sense and have not followed given and proved 
principles.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
TV commercial as a comprehensive text in modern world has signs and implications which coder 

has used in order to establish effective relationship with his audiences. In order to analyze meanings of all 
texts such as TV commercials, there are two methods:   
1-Methodical and scientific analysis: the method which is based on specified principles and framework and 
considers the contexts implying the texts. Interpretation in such analysis is done on the basis of the principles 
which are agreed by scientists of that field. 
2- Unmethodical and common analysis: is an aptitude method which is based on personal reactions and for 
this reason, most implications and meanings in the text are ignored.  

One of the common methods for analyzing advertisement texts and TV commercials is to use 
advertising experts’ views. But most of their analysis are aptitude and lack specified and reliable reasons and 
principles in spite of skill and experience in this field. This aptitude and traditional method is the opposite of 
the methods which are based on scientific principles and method. One of these methods for analysis of the 
meanings in commercials texts is semiotics.  

Semiologists and even socialists claim that experts with their unprincipled and aptitude analysis 
ignore its implications and meanings while studying advertising texts and analyze aesthetic dimensions of the 
text. As a result, they receive implications relating to intellectual, cultural and social dimensions of the text 
which are based on common sense and don’t pay attention to context or ground implying these texts 
(Ahmadi, 1992, P 78).  

There are many interpretations and criticisms for artistic works who have analyzed them with more 
details than it is needed (Asa Berger, P55). On this basis, it seems that semiotics will provide suitable ground 
and equipments for studies in analyzing the TV commercials, because one of the principled methods of 
reading a text includes decoding of the signifier and the signified of a text as signs and semiotics will allow 
the audiences and researcher to read the text (Bananej, 2009, P3).  

On the other hand, semiotic capabilities were recognized when the era started in which 
poststructuralist theories emerged and social semiotics came into existence.  

Comparison of two expertise analysis and semiotic analysis can be regarded as native step for 
testing semiotic analysis capabilities as scientific and systematic method. On the other hand, this comparison 
can give methodical principles in semiotics as tools to the employers for measuring and assessing views of 
the experts.  In order to protect semiotic analysis against the accusation that that it can be aptitude based, we 
can get help from social semiotics.  
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Social semiotics  
In the periods which Saussure theories as; speech is circumstantial and more or less random and 

language study is original and structured (langue and parole) were proved by the French structuralists 
especially Todorov, Greimas, Barthes, meanings were not allowed to go beyond the determined scope and 
the considerable power of meanings in producing concepts was not discovered.  

But the critics of such attitude who established poststructuralist theories later believed in 
structuralists approaches about texts, issue of time, history basis of culture and language and finally 
differences resulting from the basis and the syntagmatic aspect of culture and texts produced in it, are ignored 
and distinction is only seen in non-historical, non-cultural and paradigmatic structural and all place level 
(Sojoodi , 2008, P12).  

These issues caused to form social semiotics from the poststructuralist approach. Social semiotics 
originates from speech and text linguistics and attention to study of parole which was formed in the periods 
after Saussure theory, the approach which Charles Sanders Peirce founded.  

Problem of Saussure semiotics in communication researches can be summarized in this tendency 
controversially that it pays excessive attention to signs, underestimates society and doesn’t regard signs in 
social actions contexts (jensen, 1995, p67).  

At this time, many authorities were interested in social semiotics in order to analyze semantic 
implications of a work. Social semiotics takes steps beyond semiotics with regard to the fact that it considers 
change of signs and their application in a special position and it is an applied method for analyzing signs of a 
text from the diachronic   & synchronic points of view.  

In social semiotics, semantic decoding and analysis are done on the basis of commonplace signifiers 
in any society. These signifiers are different in different societies, for example, white color is symbol of 
mourning in China while it is symbol of happiness and luck in other countries.    

For this reason, semiologists should consider semantic history which a sign had in the past and new 
meanings in the future in order to identify meanings of the texts while trying to understand implications (Van 
Leeuwen, 2005, p45). This is the concept which Theo Van Leeuwen, well-known American semiologist 
regards it as Semiotic Resources in a book; Introduction to Social Semiotics.  

Theo Van Leeuwen emphasizes that there are signifiers in social semiotics of resources which 
include the previous applications and potential applications in the future. These applications are formed and 
defined in community. It means that the text has plural meanings and this plurality is not free to result in 
ambiguity but it is limited to coherence of its signifiers.  By understanding coherence of the signifier through 
studying the previous applications and potential applications in a social bed, semantic limit of the signifiers 
in a text will be accessible (Farzan Sojoodi, 2008, P124). Because it is based on external realities and the 
available meaning,  not only the social semiotic analysis of a TV commercial is a methodical analysis, but 
keeps aloof from the aptitude-based interpretation. 

In traditional semiotics, the concept of rule plays an important role that is rules of the signifier and 
signified should be recognized at first on which basis it is possible to establish relation and understand meaning. 
On the basis of de Saussure’s views, rules in semiotics are Langue and Parole and application of these rules is 
parole in speech. Roland Barthes believes that Langue is social part of the language and persons can’t change 
this part by creating or changing these regulations. He believes that these regulations are regarded as contract 
which a person who utilizes them to establish relation should accept. This social production has an independent 
nature and has its own rules like a game. Game can start when its rules are learnt.    

In this regard, rules rule people not people rules. social semiotics, this see it a little differently. It 
suggests that rules, whether written or unwritten are created by people, therefore, they can be changed by them 
(Van Leeuwen, 2005, p47). But it doesn’t mean that any one is able to change rules in social semiotics. We 
should consider two principles for determining and changing the semiotic laws, firstly, all persons are not able 
to perform this work. Determining and changing rules require power. This power can be a governmental power 
or originate from limited dominance of the Opinion Leaders in groups; secondly, there are different kinds of 
rules and methods for changing them. For example, parents dictate their children some rules. This method can’t 
be executed for the adult persons. There may be role models such as readers or cinema stars in society which 
cause the supporters to imitate their special models. In social semiotics, a book of law is not rejected. Rules can 
show function of signs in a special context and space but these rules are not applied in all contexts and spaces. 
Therefore, social semiotics is applied not only for list of the past, present and future semiotic resources but also 
it can be used in different ways in different spaces and contexts (Van Leewen 2005, p55).  
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Semiotic and expertise analysis of 4 TV commercials 
In order to compare these two types of analysis, we selected two known automotive manufacturers 

in the country who were shown in different chancels of Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting Organization 
in the second six months of 1386(2007-2008). Main goal of this comparison was to compare capabilities of 
these two analysis in order to achieve these specifications during semiotic and expertise analysis while 
studying specifications of TV advertising in this company.  

This comparison presupposes that the supervising groups (advertisement experts) have unprincipled 
and unproved analysis of automotive manufacturers TV advertising and opinions of these supervising groups 
are different from common semiotic principles and methods in making TV advertisements.  

In the first section of this comparison, we used semiotic analysis. In order to be protected against 
accusation of aptitude and subjective nature of semiotic analysis, relying on poststructuralist theories, we 
used social semiotic analysis by.  

Semiotic analysis of this comparison has three parts. In the first part, we analyzed the first level of 
meaning in the studied TV commercials using two out of 5 areas (structure and audience) for media analysis 
of Keith Selby and Ran Cowdery as well as the first and second levels of John Fisk codes. In the second part, 
we studied the second level of meaning and narration in the commercials with help of 5 codes of Roland 
Barthes as well as the third area of Selby and Cowdery media analysis (Narration). At the end, we reached 
resultant of the obtained specifications in the previous level and the main concepts in the TV commercials by 
using the Roland Barthes’ myth theory (mythologies), semiotic concept and the third level in Fisk cods 
(ideology). In order to protect semiotic analysis from aptitude and subjective method, we used one of the 
social semiotic dimensions i.e. Modality which was mentioned in theories of Robert Hodge, Gunther Kress 
and Theo Van Leeuwen. Nuturality in modality is consistent with concept of "preferred reading" which has 
been mentioned in audience establishment strategy in guidebook of How to Study TV by Selby and Cowdery 
and could help us reach social values mentioned by them in this discussion.  

In the second section of this comparison, we used focus group interview method in order to analyze 
views of the advertisement experts about the studied TV commercials. In such interview, data and knowledge 
were produced through discussion based on group interactions.  So we use this kind of interview to reach 
experts' views about TV commercials.  
 

Peugeot 206 SD, Iran Khodro Company, 39 seconds , 5 sequences , 24 plans 

Sequence 1: wedding place   Sequence 1: wedding place  Time: 30 s 
Plan 1; opposite to wedding party door Time: 5 s 

First level table (Mise en scène )    
Secret Selection  Effect  Implication  

A-stage management  Opposite to wedding party door Happiness  All are glad and happy  
B-stage tools  Wild rue tray  Attention to tradition  Traditional family  
 
 
C-Nonverbal secrets  

Stance and face of the young man  
Taking off glasses and his hands 
below his chin   

Not paying attention to bride and 
bridegroom , thinking and angry  

The young man is unhappy which prevents 
him from being happy  

Bridegroom and hosts happy  Happy beside the bride and 
bridegroom  Inspiration of happiness feeling   

D-dress secrets  Suits  Formal   -- 
Glasses of the young man   Thoughtful young man  Educated and modern  

E-dialogue of the actor   --  --  -- 
F-sound of stage  Wedding Music  Happiness   -- 

First level table (technical secrets )    
Secret Selection  Effect  Implication  

A-size of view  Medium face of the young man  Personal relationship with subject  Attention to Stance and face of the young man  
B-camera angle  Collinear with eyes  Equality  Realism  
C-composition  Asymmetric and static  Natural and low contrast  Ordinary  
D-resolution  limited depth-of-field The young man is important  Attention to modes of the young man  
 
E-illumination  

Bright motif of blue light of the 
building Happiness  Ordinary 

Blue light of the building, cold  Pessimism and reason  Pessimism inspiration  
E-colors  Cold colors  Pessimism and relaxation   -- 
F-cinematic secrets  Zooming back Background and context  Contrast of the young man’s mode with others 

  
G-montage   --  --  -- 

First level analysis (semiotic analysis) of Peugeot 206 SD TV Commercial  
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Narrative analysis of Peugeot 206 SD TV commercials  
 

Since focus group interview is qualitative, we didn’t use statistical and potential samplings in order to 
select the samples.  In contrary to quantitative methods in which sampling is based on statistical logic, samples 
in qualitative methods are strategically selected. A kind of such strategies is Theoretical or purposive sampling. 
Such method is based on theory instead of relying on experimental case and external validity. In theoretical or 
purposive sampling, size of the sample is not considered but they should be selected in such a manner that they 
are effective on theory expansion and its test.  Samples in qualitative methods are small for reasons and more 
importantly, we can’t predetermine accurate number of the samples in these methods. In these methods, social 
process to be studied determines how many samples should be selected (Meisen, 2002, Chapter 7).  

REF ACT SYM SEM HER Sequence  
 

- Indicating 
tradition of 

marriage and 
support of 

society    
 

- Indicating 
laxity and 

carelessness of 
the young and 

their 
opposition to 

the status quo , 
the young who 
are loving and 

smart and 
respect for 

traditions and 
pretend    

 
 

 
- Does the 
young man 
continue to 

oppose?  
 

- Doesn’t 
the young 
man has a 
thought in 
his mind 
which he 
wants to 
realize?   

 
- Is H back 

car is 
troublesome 
for the bride 

and bride 
groom?  

 

 
Festival/mourning , 

single/married  
 

In public/lonely  
 

SD /not SD 
 

Satisfaction/dissatisfaction  
 

Single /married  
 

Obligated /unobligated 
young man  

- The bride 
andbridegroom’s car 
indicates their young 
feeling and 
inattention to the 
future, because the 
persons who are free 
and have no tools 
drive a H BACK car   

 
- Dressing style  of 

the young man 
shows that he is 

subjected to public 
customs and is an 
obligated person  

 
 

- this sequence 
shows that guests 

accompany the bride 
and bridegroom and 
the only person who 
doesn’t accompany 
them is the young 

man.  
 

- leaping cuts 
between the stages 
shows rapid time 

passage and 
attention to the 

future  

 
- Why is young 
man thinking far 
from the wedding 
guests and what 

made him 
preoccupied?  
What does the 

young man look 
in the car and 

why is he 
unhappy?  

 
 

- Why does the 
young man 

pretend to be 
happy and gets 

angry again after 
leaving the bride 
and bridegroom?   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 

 
Indicating 

turbulent life 
and 

unexpected 
events in it  

 
Whom does 
the man 
accompany 
on 
stretcher?  

 
 

Is life of the 
husband and 

wife 
restored?  

 
Will we see 
the young 

man again?  

 
Sick/healthy  

 
Relax/anxious  

 
Interest in family/lack of 

interest in family  
 
 

Conformable life 
/troublesome life  

 
Space of the hospital 

indicates that the 
husband and wife 
have a problem.  

 
 

Lack of Anxiety in 
the man indicates 

that problem of that 
woman is not so 

severe.  
 
 

This stage indicates 
that routine life of 

the wife and 
husband faced a 

problem after 
marriage.  

 
Why is that 
woman on 

stretcher? Is she 
sick?   

 
 

Where do Nurses 
and physician 

take the woman 
(bride)?   

 
 

The location is 
hospital or 
maternity 
hospital? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
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One of the reasons for priority of focus group interviews on personal interviews is that meanings 
and readings are made in collective method and personal interviews are not able to understand and extract 
these collective views. In this method, groups have been selected on the basis of some criteria which were 
supposed to be most effective in reaching to expertise views about TV commercials of this research.   

In order to discuss about the focus group, we tried to invite most of the advertising experts of the 
well-known and experienced Iranian advertising agencies.  

We discussed about 4 TV commercials of Saipa and Iran Khodro Companies with 4 groups of 
advertising experts. Generally, members of these 4 groups were 9 which were selected in different spectra of the 
experts in reliable advertising agencies as well as experts in two companies of Iran Khodro and Saipa 
Companies. 

Our main reason for selection of 4 TV commercials was that all of them followed single structure. 
In 4 TV commercials, values, ideas and meanings which were consistent with semiotic structure (first section 
analysis). In addition, these 4 TV commercials had validity structure. Such structure allows access to implied 
layers of meaning as well as cultural references which can allow access to the third layer of the text.  

2 out of 4 TV commercials (Peugeot 206 SD and Bardo pickup) belonged to Iran Khodro Company 
and 2 TV commercials (Puzzle and Emdad Khodro) belonged to Saipa Company.  

In comparison between semiotic analysis and expertise analysis, grounded theory of Barney and 
Anselm Strauss was used for open coding, integration and finally Dimensionalization for the categories 
which were obtained among the data. In the first level of semiotic analysis of Iran Khodro and Saipa  

TV commercials, all data relating to technical codes and mise en scene was listed and then the data 
which indicated a category was introduced and specified on the basis of open coding. In the next two stages 
(narrative analysis and preferred reading) there was link between the obtained categories obtained in the 
previous stage through semiotic analysis with use of pivotal coding and finally we achieved the categories 
which included many categories. These categories were conceptually developed in research conclusion and 
reduced to one or two categories.  

In expertise analysis, Iran Khodro and Saipa advertisings were considered and data was clustered 
and reduced on the basis of open coding, integration and Dimensionalization. Finally, we faced some general 
categories in semiotic analysis (first section analysis) and expertise analysis (second section analysis) which 
we compared.  
 

RESULTS 
 

We concluded through comparison between semiotic analysis and expertise analysis of Iran Khodro 
and Saipa companies TV commercials that the number of the categories referred in expertise analysis of the 
advertising was lower than that of the categories and specifications which were presented in semiotic 
analysis. While most of the categories and specifications conformed to each other in two sections, there were 
limited cases in expertise analysis in which they were not referred in semiotic analysis of commercials. We 
can refer to references of freedom in Bardo pickup commercial (one of Iran Khodro’s TV commercials) or 
failure of the successful managers in the personal life (for Saipa’s Emdad Khodro commercial). The expertise 
analysis lacked coherence and convergences in the specifications caused to have impossible access to their 
general concepts or seem to be difficult optimistically.  In addition, reference of the experts to these 
categories lacks reasonable infrastructure based on signs of the text and is aptitude and subjective. The 
experts referred to some specifications which were rejected in the next words or withdrawn by other experts 
(participants) in these sessions for some reasons. This problem originates from the fact that the experts 
refused to refer to some the first level signs of the meaning such as size of profile, angle of camera, scene 
instruments, stage management, and codes of the costumes and were mostly involved in meanings of the 
second level (narration). For this reason, they didn’t have proved and basic reason for their claim on which 
they persist. Experts are willing to criticize the advertisements and assessed these advertisements to be less 
successful. Most experts believed that signs in advertisements were randomly selected and there has been no 
planning and intention for example for costumes of the actors and the selected profiles. While the obtained 
categories and specifications in semiotic analysis have coherence and finally they resulted in general and 
final concepts of the advertisements belonging to Iran Khodro and Saipa Companies.   

We can say about specifications and categories obtained from semiotic analysis and expertise 
analysis that there were concepts and categories of the western and individualistic life such as not 
considering traditions, futurism, speed and modern life in Iran Khodro's TV commercials but eastern and 
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social concepts and categories such as family, respect for traditions, attention to social responsibilities were 
found in Saipa's TV commercials.  
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